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GOLOSPE/^R

NEWS FLASH PROSPECTING GOLD IN ALLUVIAL SOIL
GOLOSPEAR   putting a golden opportunity within your grasp. The Goldspear Prospector
consists of extendable earth probes with a measuring unit and headphone.
It works on a simple principle. The sensor in the spearhead registers Gold and black sand in the
soil, river beds and where Gold is likely to be found.
Using computer technology and micro chips, the reading is then transformed to audible signals
in the headphones and visual indication on the panel of the instrument.
The Goldspear operates two calibrating circuits, one for Gold and a separate circuit for black
sand, giving different bleeps so the prospector will instantly know the potential for finding Gold.
The Goldspear is extremely sensitive and accurate and registers Gold particles as fine as 300
mesh.
The frequency of bleeps emitted indicates how much there is to be found   and you know for
sure that you have found it.
Specification:
Weight: Measuring, instrument incl. batteries

Prospecting probe with sensor head
Standard 4 foot extention probe 

Smallest detectable Gold dust 
Lowest Gold grade for detection 
Power. Standard battery 
Battery life 
Water resistance

2lb
1.2 Ib
1.1 Ib
300 mesh
1 ppm
9V type PP3
Approx. 80 hrs
Splash and rain proof

Design and specifications can be altered without any prior notice.

For the prospecting miner there is no portable instrument in the world that compete with the "GOLOSPEAR 
PROSPECTOR". Convince yourself by a demonstration at your nearest GOLOSPEAR dealer.

GOLDSPEAR US CORPORATION
100 Prospect Street, 
Stamford, Conn. 06901, USA
Phone (203) 324 5665 
Telex: 996347 CADENA STD

GOLDSPEAR (UK) LTD. 
197 High Street, 
Egham TW20 9ED, England 
Phone 0784-31471 
Telex: 923239 NOMOB G
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GEONICS EM16 SPECIFICATIONS

MEASURED QUANTITY

SENSITIVITY

RESOLUTION 

OUTPUT

OPERATING FREQUENCY

OPERATOR CONTROLS

POWER SUPPLY

DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT

In-phase and quad-phase components 
of vertical magnetic field as a 
percentage of horizontal primary 
field, (i.e. tangent of the tilt 
angle and ellipticity) .

In-phase :  

Quad-phase : 

±1*

Nulling by audio tone. In-phase 
indication from mechanical inclino 
meter and quad-chase from a graduated 
dial.

15-25 kHz VLF Radio Band. Station 
selection done by means of plug-in 
units .

On/Off switch, battery test push 
button, station selector switch, 
audio volume control, quadrature 
dial, inclinometer.

6 disposable 'AA' cells. 

42 x 14 x 9cm

Instrument: 1.6 kg 
Shipping : 4.5 kg
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FIELD PROCEDURE

Orientation t Taking a Reading

The direction of the survey lines should be selected approxi 
mately along the lines of the primary magnetic field, at right 
angles to the direction to the station being used. Before 
starting the survey, the instrument can be used to orient one 
self in that respect. By turning the instrument sideways, the 
signal is minimum when the instrument is pointing towards the 
station, thus indicating that the magnetic field is at right 
angles to the receiving coil inside the handle.(Fig.11).

To take a reading, first orient the reference coil (in the 
lower end of the handle) along the magnetic lines.(Fig.12) 
Swing the instrument back and forth for minimum sound intensity 
in the speaker. Use the volume control to set the sound level 
for comfortable listening. Then use your left hand to adjust 
the quadrature component dial on the front left corner of the 
instrument to further minimize the sound. After finding the 
minimum signal strength on both adjustments, read the inclino 
meter by looking into the small lens. Also, mark down the 
quadrature reading.

While travelling to the next location you can, if you wish, 
keep the instrument in operating position. If fast changes.in 
the readings occur, you might take extra stations to pinpoint 
accurately the details of anomaly.

The dials inside the inclinometer are calibrated in positive 
and negative percentages. If the instrument is facing 180O 
from the original direction of travel, the polarities of the 
readings will be reversed. Therefore, in the same area take 
the readings always facing in the same direction even when 
travelling in opposite way along the lines.

The lower end of the handle, will as a rule, point towards 
the conductor. (Figs.13 6 14) The instrument is so calibrated 
that when approaching the conductor, the angles are positive 
in the in-phase component. Turn always in the same direction 
for readings and mark all this on your notes, maps, etc.

THE INCLINOMETER DIALS

The right-hand scale is the in-phase percentage(ie. Hs/Hp as 
a percentage). This percentage is in fact the tangent of the 
dip angle. To compute the dip angle simply take the arc 
tangent of the percentage reading divided by 100. See the 
conversion graph on the following page.

The left-hand scale is the secant of the slope of the ground 
surface. You can use it to "calculate" your distance to the 
next station along the slope of the terrain.
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(1) Open both eyes.

(2) Aim the hairline along the slope to the next station 
to about your eye level height above ground.

(3) Read on the left scale directly the distance necessary 
to measure along the slope to advance 100 (ft) horizon 
tally.

We feel that this will make your reconnaissance work easier. 
The outside scale on the inclinometer is calibrated in degrees 
just in case you have use for it.

PLOTTING THE RESULTS

For easy interpretation of the results, it is good practice 
to plot the actual curves directly on the survey line map 
using suitable scales for the percentage readings. (Fig.15) 
The horizontal scale should be the same as your other maps on 
the area for convenience.

A more convenient form of this data is easily achieved by 
transforming the zero-crossings into peaks by means of a 
simple numerical filtering technique. This technique is 
described by D.C. Fraser in his paper "Contouring of VLF-EM 
Data", Geophysics, Vol. 34, No. 6. (December 1969)pp958-967. 
A reprint of this paper is included in this manual for the 
convenience of the user.

This simple data manipulation procedure which can be imple 
mented in the field produces VLF-EM data which can be contoured 
and as such provides a significant advantage in the evaluation 
of this data.



McPHAR GP-70 Proton 
Magnetometer

Measures absolute magnitude 
of total magnetic field

"4 4*MaHhMBMi gamma

10 scale ranges: 20,000 
to 100,0001

Digital readout with long life, light 
emitting dtodes.

cancelling toroidal sensor. 

Wide operating tempo uilum range.

Model GP-70 is a reliable, light 
weight proton magnetometer designed 
for field operation under widely varying 
environmental conditions. It measures 
the absolute magnitude of the total 
magnetic field within the range of 
HOOD to 100.000 gammas to an 

•absolute accuracy of * 1 gamma and 
± 15 parts per million of the field 
under measurement, over the 
temperature range of -30" to * 50" C.

The instrument is simple to operate. 
A complete reading is obtained in 3.5 
seconds foy depressing a push hutton 
Tho field intensity is read dmuMly in 
gammas Irorn a five digit display 
consisting ot light emitting diodes A K) 
position-.;wiU:li :,fl'J tht'appi-ipn.ili* 
iaiu|f

l In- ii r.li i mn-i it r. I
III- illllli-'i '.l.'i 'l l

il !s\. iiiS-
l. li!. Ml-

(standard) or by non-ferrous recharge 
able batteries (optional). The recharge 
able bat tor H*:; havo viiliinlly mro mag 
netic effect and permit full use of the 
magnetometer sensitivity even with 
close spaciruj betwiH'ii thu sensor and 
console. Provision is also mat le for use 
ut external iMltiMies when operating 
1:011(111011:.ly .it -.iih/i-ni li'iiipi 
A h.itlciy iiii-l--; -.Imw. i:iMithlion 
- it li.illi-li-- .il -ill linn-, .mil .illiiw:-



Non-magnetic batteries allow 
for hands-free operation

anticipation of when batteries should
•t replaced.

The GP-70 noise cancelling toroidal 
vansor minimizes effect of external
•terference from man made sources. 
to high electrical noise areas, further 
improvement in signal to noise ratio 
can be achieved by keeping the push

button depressed during a reading. 
This procedure automatically doubles 
the sensor polarize time, creating a 
higher signal output from the sensor.

Model GP-70 comes complete and 
ready for use with console, carrying 
strap, sensor, extending aluminum 
staff, spare batteries, instruction

manual; all in a sturdy transit

GP-70 can be used in a hands-free 
mode by the use of the optional back 
pack mounting for the sensor. The re- 
chargable non-magnetic batteries are 
recommended for use with the back 
carried sensor to eliminate magnetic 
influence of the batteries.

Specifications
Sensitivity: 1 gamma
Range: 20,000 to 100.000 gammas in 
ten switch positions.
Operating Temperature -40" to 55" C.
Absolute Accuracy: ± 1 gamma and 
i 15 parts per million of measured 
•eld over range of-30* to ±50* C.
Held Gradient: gradient tolerance 260 
Vimmas/ft. (850 gammas/meter)
Sensor Noise cancelling toroidal coil 
is electrostatically balanced to mini 
mize interference between sensor and 
console.
Read Out 3.5 seconds total - by push 
button. Double polarizing time by 
keeping button depressed.

Display: 5 digits on long life, light 
emitting diodes.

Electronic Circuits: Integrated 
circuits complying with military 
specifications used throughout

x 9.5"Dimensions: Console - 3" x 6 
(7.5 x 15 x 24 cm) 
Sensor - 4.5" x 5" (10.5 x 12.7 cm) 
Staff - 5 ft. (1 .5 m) extended 

2 ft (0.6 m) collapsed

Weights:
Console 3.8 Ibs. (1.7 kg) 
Sensor and cable 5 Ibs. (2.3 kg) 
Aluminum staff 1 1b. (0.45 kg) 
12 Alkaline "D" cells 3 Ibs (1 .1 kg)

Console: Sturdy aluminum housing with 
rubber light shield and shock guard. 
Power Supply: Standard -12 inter 
nally mounted alkaline "O" cells pro 
vide over 10.000 readings at 25" C. 
decreasing to approximately 1.000 
readings at -30"C. Optional: Internally 
mounted rechargeaole non-ferrous 
batteries and charger. Over 3.000 
readings between charges.
External Batteries: Provision is 
available to use external batteries worn 
under top clothing for continuous use 
in sub-zero climate. 
Battery Indicator A miniature meter 
monitors battery life and helps 
predict battery replacement time.

McPhar Geophysics Instrument Sales Offices

McPM.li Geophysics Lid.
139 Bond Slrnet. Don Mills. Oni.iriu
Trt (4161 449-S55I

Mil 
T H

.tli" W Haslinqs iitriM*. Vancouver BC

MifM.ii lA-.i.u rt.- l M
•*i K.di.iiMi li... f *'.IIMI.IIN.II*
i.-i ii 11

MnPhar Geophysics Ply Ltd
50 Maty Sired. Unlev 506 S Australia
Toi 72-2133

1!H Nicnolsiin Ro.ui. SuDi.ito W A 60118 
f.* .141 4'jSb

•KiAt.-..llhlif Sll.i-l M.IIIIV .IRIS NSW 
l .H -I/; -t rt:-

United Slain
McPhar Geophysics Inc.
818 W Miracle Mite. Tucson. Arizona 05705
Tel (602)024-2588

MiiHruu G.-OS.-IVI.IC-S iPhihiipiiifsi Inc 
P i) Do* SLT'J. M.mil.i 
T..4 Ml VI i (h
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